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Who are we?

Alessandra Ali
IT Professional Consulting
+49 521 155 3408
alessandra.ali@oetker.com

Sebastian Gebski
IT Specialist Consulting
+49 521 155 2442
sebastian.gebski@oetker.de

Vera Kemper
Professional Employer Branding
+49 521 155 3272
vera.kemper@oetker.com

Martin Rock
Strategic Lead People & Collaboration, IT
+49 521 155 3046
martin.rock@oetker.com
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Welcome to IT

International brands

IT’s OWL – IT @ Dr. Oetker
Which tasks belong to our IT?

- Supervision of over 150 Application and Support of about 8000 Users **worldwide**
- Clients are our **colleagues** in the departments and country organizations
- Technical and content related **Consulting** at introduction of new processes and systems
- Execution of around 150 **IT-Projects** per year
  - Expansion of IT-Infrastructure
  - Development and deployment of IT Solutions
  - Integration and Merging of recently acquired Country Organizations into our **IT Landscape**
How is the International IT organized?

- **International** department
  - 160+ IT colleagues for consulting and support of our systems worldwide
  - Organized via Virtual Teams

- **IT-Partner** and **advisor of all** country organizations of Dr. Oetker

- **Currently**: Transformation of IT
  - Realignment of Teams
  - Increase of speed and agility
Why did we need a transformation of the IT?
„Global harmonization and digitalization program for optimization of the Supply Chain“

Goals

• Increase the Transparency of our Supply Chain through End-2-End Integration

• Harmonization of processes and applications

• Advancement of Digitalization
Students and graduates

- Internships
- Bachelor/Master Thesis
- Working students
- Traineeships
- Direct Entries

https://it-karriere.oetker-gruppe.de/de/gruppenunternehmen/droetker/
Feel free to ask! 😊